OPEN CALL TO ARTISTS
ZARAZICKÉ CENTRUM’S RESIDENCY PROGRAM
Veselské kulturní centrum, o.p.s. is opening 1st year of residency program in Zarazické
centrum.
We are offering an opportunity for performers, artists or artistic groups from various fields
of art to reside in our centre. The main idea is to offer a place for meeting and cooperation
among talented artists and thereby promote present-day trends in music, theater and fine
art.
The aim of the program is to support innovation, experiment and art creativity. The program
endorses intercultural exchange and contributes to more intensive cooperation among
independent artists and promoters.

Selection Criteria

a

The project has to be based on professional and innovative approach in respective field of
art. In the description of the project there has to be specified: 1) in which ways is the project
innovative; 2) purpose of the project; 3) resulting form and desired outcome of the project.
Potential applicants are individual artists or artistic groups. Along with the application the
applicants have to submit portfolio of their previous activities.

Other Conditions

III

At the end of the residency the resident has to present the outcome of the residency to the
general public.

We are offering IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
We are offering the opportunity of free residency with our production capabilities at
disposal. The building of Zarazické centrum (Zarazická 57, Veselí nad Moravou, Czech
Republic) can be used all day long and also offers the opportunity of overnight stay.
In the building there are also a kitchen, sanitary facilities, gymnasium, spacious rehearsal
rooms and adjacent garden.
Detailed information will be provided on request (via e-mail).

Registration IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Via e-mail: zarazice@kultura-veseli.cz or phone number: +420 607 831 605.
The applicants have to submit the description of the project and portfolio of previous
activities along with the registration.

Iwww.kultura-veseli.cz/zarazice/rezidence/I
Lukáš Báborský

The project is supported by:
Phone number: +420 607 831 605
E-mail: zarazice@kultura-veseli.cz
Web: www.kultura-veseli.cz

Zarazické centrum
Veselské kulturní centrum, o.p.s.
náměstí Míru 667
Veselí nad Moravou / 698 01
Czech Republic

